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About This Game

EXTREME RHYTHM ACTION meets FUTURISTIC RACING in this story-driven game. Press the buttons in time to the
music to build up speed and power, using either a gamepad or keyboard. Strategize your use of special abilities to speed past the

competition. Earn credits by completing missions and customize your racing rig. Race 46 increasingly twisty tracks with 5
difficulties each, offering something for everybody from casual to insane. Challenge your friends in split screen mode.

STORY CAMPAIGN: Follow Elijah Gale through 60 missions, with two difficulties. Elijah is a down-on-his-luck engineer who
accidentally finds a lucrative new career as a "daemon." Discover a world where megacorporations have found a new use for

human minds; doing their digital bidding in The Sequence, where speed is the only thing that matters. Earn credits and upgrade
Elijah's rig.
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Title: SEQUENCE STORM
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
SPECIAL MAGIC GAMES, LLC
Publisher:
SPECIAL MAGIC GAMES, LLC
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: x86-compatible 2.5GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 520

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This is a tough game to describe in a review, it's not really like anything I have played before; But in a good way. This is the type
of game you have to experience for yourself to truly understand it and even then it takes some time. At first I was lost, the game
just kind of throws you into the world and asks you to figure it out on your own. It took me a good 30-45 mins of playing to
start to understand that a lot of the things shouldn't be taken quite at face value and most things seem to have a deeper meaning
than at first glance.

 It's not an easy game, but it's not a hard game. It's a game that require's player mastery through experience. You won't
"complete" this game on your first go at it, and likely not your second or third either. The subject matter keeps you interested
and often times will make you think. It's really a journey for the player character to make peace with the fact that their death is
inevitable.

 This certainly isn't a game for everybody, but I say if the game's premise intrigues you; then give it a go!. Awesome Story !
with a lot of endings
what would you do if your clone comes up to your house claiming he\/she is you? well this game is all bout that XD
the creepy soundtrack is a cherry on top :D

i would recommend it to 100% visual novel fans. 7/10

Would get doppelganger-ed again.. Paid 2 dollars for the game, and it's about the right price for this genre. It has an arcade feel
to it, start from the beginning when you die \/ crash, that sort of thing. Nothing complicated, you fly the plane around objects
like houses and skyscrapers, and collect coins that boost your fuel level. Good to pick up and play every now and then, but
probably wouldn't spend more than 10 minutes on the game each session.. I am honestly not surprised this game died so quickly.
Gameplay and optimization has improved a lot which made the game somewhat fun to play. But the balance is over the top
awful. Being the runner is fine, however gets quite boring, since your teammates keep stealing all the other items. You're likely
just going to find ammo.
Being the hunter on the other hand. It's like the older days of dead by daylight. You don't hunt the runners. The runners hunt
you. EVERYONE goes for torment leaving you practically powerless to do anything.
Overall this is basically just a dead by daylight clone that is less fun, less immersive and far less balanced. It's just not worth it,
especially with the tiny playerbase.. OMGWHYDIDN"TIKNOWABOUTTHIS♥♥♥♥INGGAME?!?!?!?!. Played for 30 mins,
got to level 8, and now I'm totally out of breath and my mussles are numb :)
No matter what this game is lacking in content, it is a great workout!.

If you try to beat your record on a daily basis in VR the results will show IRL
. Welp it is 0.99 tho. The graphics are really bad, and the sound is okay, but if you can look past that, you have a REALLY good
horror game.
The story is really good, and so is the horror.
But it's like 4 hours long, less if you play it fast, just so you know.
Though considering the price you cant really complain.
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I've just bought that game and I have already beat it. It is good and fun but as for me it too easy and short. I wish they added
some new levels in future updates.

There is also an infinty mode but it just get bored after some time. The devs are fast to move and got a fix for a rocky launch
out quickly. Looking good so far! It's definitelt a bit of a "Terraria lite" but not at all bad. Might be a little over-priced though..
This game has received a lot of negativity. A lot of Ubisoft titles usually do, I guess, by default due to Uplay. I never had any
issues with that, so that doesn't matter to me.

As remasters go (and I've played the original game A LOT), this is well done. Graphics aside, the settings and controls have
been simplified to a point it's actually fantastic. The shooting mechanics were ridiculous compared to other AC titles in this
game, and how they actually work. Aim and shoot, not hold an release (except for the ship combat). The environments and
textures do look better, crisper, and it's just fun to play.

The endlessly long intro sequence is still there, and annoying as ever, but it says a lot about a game when you're willing to sit
through the tediousness of such a long introduction a few times over to play a game. If you know this game, it's worth replaying
this way, if you've never played AC III, now is the time, even if you buy it separately, because given the original price with all
the DLCs, this is value for money, even if the size of the download has more than doubled.

People complaining about the looks of characters etc., consider the game's age. If this were a reMAKE, I would understand, but
it's a reMASTER. It's meant to look a bit better, make it more accessible and offer a more complete game experience. All of
this the AC III Remaster does. I'm definitely enjoying another play through, and if you're a fan of the series, you should, too..
Best single player game outside of Total War Series. A nice & short introductory VR experience. Great mocap on the models.. I
can confirm this game works on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers. Starting the game is a pain, I think you have to click on
joystick and hit trigger at the same time. But once it starts, it plays fine.

Be warned, this game is more a workout than anything else. Even on normal difficulty, your arms will feel the burn as you push
on through to the finish line. And yes, most of this race is uphill with almost no downhill.

Not so much fun, as an arcade challenge workout. I can recommend at the sale price of $2.49 but not more than that.

Rate 5.5\/10. Fun little game, it presents you with some core mechanics and as you continue it comes with more challenge as
you master the controls.

The game works in a level room system where you must clear each one of them as fast as you can, best times unlock weapons
which can change the way you play and your tactics to clear each room faster, some of the guns are simply better than others,
however, and there is a couple that you will probably never use except in very specific situations, there is a lot of variety which
is pretty neat and appreciated. You can also unlock 2 new characters with different special skills besides the weapons.

The art is charming and neat, works very well with the gameplay.

Excellent background music, there is only a couple tracks but they go really well with the game and doesn't feel too repetitive.

Overall a fun experience and if it was polished a little more it could be even better, very much worth the price.
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